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New: You are now able to adjust the date and time information stored in the EXIF data of JPG files. New: A new and improved UI for the program. New: Added the ability to clear EXIF data for JPG files New: Added the ability to save images as small JPEGs and adjust the EXIF data Screenshots: NOTE: I will only post here the
information I have received from the developer; however, I do have a personal license to install and use the trial version of the program. For more info about EXIF Date Changer Crack and its features, see also the link below: EXIF Date Changer Review REVIEW SUMMARY EXIF Date Changer is a tool that is able to adjust the time
and date information stored in the EXIF data of JPG files. With this tool, you can change the time and date information without having to look into the EXIF data itself, but instead simply by selecting the folder containing all the images you want to modify. EXIF Date Changer works with all Windows systems, including Windows XP
and Windows 7, and it requires very little resources. EXIF Date Changer also adds a menu with more options, such as the ability to change the EXIF data of selected files and to save the images as JPEGs with the original time, date and EXIF data. REVIEW RATING: PRE-ORDER SCREENSHOT: LINK TO DOWNLOAD INSTALLATION
NOTES EXIF Date Changer can be used as a stand-alone application, but it can also be integrated in some image managing programs as rEXIF or rGallery. In fact, there is also a companion application, EXIF Date Changer Companion that was designed to work with the main tool and that is meant to complement its features. For
more info about this application, see the link below: EXIF Date Changer Companion Review REVIEW SUMMARY EXIF Date Changer Companion is a tool that was developed with the same goal as EXIF Date Changer, which is to allow you to change the time and date stored in the EXIF data of JPG files. And the tool is pretty much the
same as the one above, except that instead of working as a stand-alone tool, it requires to be used in conjunction with rEXIF or rGallery. EXIF Date
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■ EXIF Date Changer is an application that was designed with a single goal in mind: help you change the time and date information stored in the Exchangeable Image File Format data of your photos. ■ The program is supposed to deal with an issue that is giving headaches to many users from all around the world. When
traveling abroad in a different timezone, the EXIF data doesn't store the correct time and date information, so the application lends a hand to modify all these wrong entries. ■ The interface makes the whole process quite straightforward because you are prompted to input the path to the source folder and choose the destination
where the modified photos will be stored. ■ Then, you have to choose one of the three available options: adjust time by a given amount of time, set date and time to a specific value or do not adjust the date at all. After all this, simply press the 'Process Photos' button and you are all set. ■ Additionally, you can have a look in the
Options tab where you will find dedicated settings to preserve original modification date, set file create date to taken date and remove the original file. Additionally, you can use EXIF data to rename files as well, so yes, the app can also do batch renaming. ■ The Advanced tab holds some extra goodies in the form of several
fields to enter copyright, credit, keywords or even an option to clear all EXIF data for JPG files. ■ Exif Date Changer is a freeware that requires no installation. It is available for download right now from the developer's official website. ■ The interface is very clean and user-friendly. It has several options that let you decide whether
you want to modify EXIF data for all photos or only a certain selection. And, when selecting a new mode, you are prompted with the list of files that will be processed by EXIF Date Changer. ■ Additionally, if you encounter some problems, you can view help screen as well as a video tutorial. ■ EXIF Date Changer offers an easy to
use interface that any user should be able to grasp in no time. Just make sure to click the 'Download' button to begin the whole process. [User Experience] ■ EXIF Date Changer is an application that was designed with a single goal in mind: help you change the time and date information stored in the Exchangeable Image File
Format data of your photos. ■ The application is supposed to deal with an issue that is giving headaches b7e8fdf5c8
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Easy time and date adjustment for images on a PC. This is not a time/date adjustment app nor a correction tool. EXIF Date Changer will change the time and date of a certain JPEG file's EXIF data to the correct time and date as it was when the image was taken. Also it will use the Date/Time setting in the NIKON camera when it
was shot. The benefit to this program is that it will not affect other EXIF data on the image such as the image description, camera make/model, GPS latitude, longitude, GPS altitude, GPS elevation, etc. This allows you to keep important EXIF data that you want to keep, while only changing the time and date with the help of this
program. The EXIF Date Changer also supports the new file type for Exif 2.2: JPEG-2003. FEATURES: * Works with ALL NIKON cameras. * Does NOT replace the original EXIF data. * Adjusts the EXIF time in 12 hour increments from 7 days to 51 years. * Adjusts the EXIF Date from 8/31/1901 to 8/31/2100. * Adjusts the EXIF
Timezone from -13:00 to +13:00. * Adjusts the EXIF DST to match the timezone. * Adjusts the EXIF Day to match the day of the week. * Chooses an up-to-date DST calculation. * Supports JPEG files from all NIKON cameras. * Provides a simple interface for entering Time and Date for ANY JPEG file. * Provides an option to Preserve
original Date and Time for THE SAME FILE. * Supports the new Exif 2.2 format for a new "Date taken" tag. * Works with ANY Windows 7, Vista, XP, NT. * Batch Rename. * Adjust Date with Tab key (can be disabled via Options Tab) * Adjust Time with Shift+Tab * Use Shift+Up/Down to set a date * Use Shift+Left/Right to set a time *
Options Tab for extra settings * Enter copyright, credit, keywords, and/or clear all EXIF data. * Delete previous EXIF data (will clear all EXIF data if you don't use the "save EXIF settings" function first). * CANNOT turn JPG files into RAW or TIFF.

What's New in the EXIF Date Changer?

The long awaited just the date EXIF date changer has been released! Time to p00ky up your digital photos to get EXIF date, time and time zone that match photo's original EXIF Date, Time and Time Zone when printing them. This EXIF date changer will help you to correct the wrong date, time and time zone from photo's EXIF
date and time. EXIF Date Changer will let you change and set the right EXIF Date, Time and Time zone of your photos - all with the click of a button! Forget sitting in front of Windows PC all day long to change the time and date for each and every image! This is a one-time fee app, no recurring charges! View and set the right, and
correct, EXIF Date, Time and Time Zone from your digital photos using EXIF Date Changer! Filename Transformer is a simple program which allows you to convert filenames to an alternative filename, and vice-versa. You simply input the file name that you want to transform, then simply click the Change button to let the program
do its magic. After that, you can choose the new filename by simply clicking the Save button, and the program will convert it automatically. At the time of this review, there are over 50 different filename transformers to choose from. However, the program can only convert filenames to text-based filenames, and not between
different file-types. The downside is that if you are using an archive format like ZIP or 7z, you can only make the filename shorter, and not longer. Additionally, you can only output files on the Desktop, or in a folder. Hopefully, the program will add new file types in the future, otherwise it's nice to see such a unique application
that the developers will be able to use for personal purposes. Filename Transformer Features: If you are a Shareaza user, you may be missing a feature that would allow you to automatically extract the contents of DVD's and other files without having to manually rename every file manually. Well, that's what the DVD Copy
feature in Shareaza is intended to do - automatically extract the contents of your DVD's and save it to your hard drive. It requires Shareaza to be set as the default program, and it can extract any DVD files in the folder where you have the DVD's. As a downside, the program doesn't seem to support both video and audio
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System Requirements For EXIF Date Changer:

iPad: iOS 7.0 or later, 64-bit processor (1GB RAM model recommended) iPhone: iOS 7.0 or later, 64-bit processor (1GB RAM model recommended) iPad mini: iOS 7.0 or later, 64-bit processor (1GB RAM model recommended) iPhone mini: iOS 7.0 or later, 64-bit processor (1GB RAM model recommended) iPod touch: iOS 7.0 or later,
64-bit processor (1GB RAM model recommended) Mac:
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